EDITORIAL
During 2017, publishing in Contributions of the Astronomical Observatory
Skalnaté Pleso (CAOSP) has followed new bylaw of the journal (see Editorial
from January 2, 2017 in the issue 47/1). In May 2017 a new face of the CAOSP
web-site was completed. Now all necessary information are displayed concisely,
being seen at first glance, but with possibility to select easily any required item
in detail. You can judge it yourself at https://www.astro.sk/caosp/caosp.php. To
disseminate these changes to a wider astronomical community, we sent a short
informative e-mail to about 160 addresses of potential authors to attract their
attention for publishing in CAOSP.
During 2017 we completed 2 issues. Volume 47/1 contains regular papers.
Our colleagues, Neslušan, L., Tomko, D. and Ivanova, O., explored the chaotic
orbit of the comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1. They found that the comet
will be probably ejected from its current inner Solar System location to the
interstellar space on the time-scale of hundreds of thousands years. Colleagues
from Poland, Olech, A. et al., devoted their work to the PF120916 Piecki fireball. Determining its orbit, they suggested fall of meteorites south of Reszel
city. Finally, Volkov, I.M., et al. investigated orbital changes of three southern
eclipsing Algol-type binaries (RW CrA, DX Vel, V0646 Cen). They revealed a
long-term variation in the orbital inclination for RW CrA and DX Vel due to
non-coplanar orientation of their third body orbits.
Volume 47/2 presents contributions from the workshop on high-energy astrophysics: ”14th INTEGRAL/BART Workshop”, held in Karlovy Vary, April
3–7, 2017. Due to an effective co-operation between editors of both workshop
proceedings and CAOSP, all the accepted contributions (22 from 36) were published already in June 2017 in electronic form, while the printed version was
available in August 2017.
To date, there are two additional suggestions for publishing contributions
from international conferences as special issue of the journal CAOSP.
Some minor changes have been implemented to the CAOSP LATEX documentclass and bibTeX, resulting in a slightly modified format of the references.
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